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The idea of Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion

• At the time of Cold-War this solution could provide an effective nuclear strategic 
deterrent

The nuclear-powered aircraft NX-2

• In June 1952, Aleksandr Kurchatov, chief designer of the Soviet atomic bomb, 
thought that a nuclear-powered aircraft could be built

• Theoretically unlimited endurance and operating range (limited only by the crew)

• In the United States, as early as 1942, Enrico Fermi envisioned the use of 
nuclear power to propel aircraft

Advantage



• The Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion (ANP) program and the preceding 
Nuclear Energy for the Propulsion of Aircraft (NEPA) project  - initiated 
on 1946 - worked to develop a nuclear propulsion system for aircraft of 
unlimited range 

• Since 1951 the project was transferred to the joint Atomic Energy 

Commission (AEC)/USAF ANP. 

• The USAF focused on two different systems for nuclear-powered jet engines:    

• The program was intended to develop an aircraft powered by nuclear energy 
within 1960

PROGRAM

- Direct air-cycle concept developed by General Electric

- Indirect air-cycle concept assigned to Pratt & Whitney



Direct air-cycle (GE design)

Air enters through the compressor, is forced into the reactor and heated  by fuel 

elements. After passing through the turbine, where energy is extracted to drive the 

compressor, the heated air is expelled at heigh velocity (temperature) through the 

exaust nozzle

Advantages: more simple, reliable, high-performance, fast system to develop (no 
additional rotating components)

Drawbacks: potentially contaminated exaust air («dirty system»)



Air instead to flow through the core, it passes through a heat exchanger. The heat 

generated by the reactor is carried by liquid metal or highly pressurized water to the 

heat exchenger, where air is heated and then expelled

Indirect air-cycle (Pratt & Whitney design)

Advantages: less radioactive pollution («clean system»)

Drawbacks: heavy and complicated system to develop, lower efficiency



Early works (1951-1954)

P1-power plant

The R-1 reactor

• R1-reactor: 9 annular concentric air passages containing fuel elements (UO2, 
SS as cladding, water as moderator)

• Most of the equipments and control rod systems used in later experiments

The P1-power plant mockup

• Development approved in 1952, ground tests scheduled for 1954 with flight 
in 1957. Program cancelled in 1953

• One large reactor (R1-reactor) powering 4-turbojet engines mounted under the 
fuselage of B-36 bomber



Aircraft Reactor Test (Fireball)

• Molten salt reactor operating at 60 MW (indirect air-cycle)

• Developed at Oak Ridge National Lab. (ORNL) as follow-up of the Aircraft 
Reactor Experiment (ARE)

• Fuel: molten flouride salt (NaF-ZrF4-UF4) with
93.4% 235U 

• Moderator: BeO

• Coolant: liquid sodium-potassium eutectic (NaK)                   

• NaK used to carry heat to turbojet engine

• Advantages: high-temperature, high-power density reactor operating at low
pressure (low vapour pressure of molten salt)

Section view of Fireball

• Studies used to develop the MSR technology



In 1956 General Electric developed a reactor test assembly known as Heat Transfer 
Reactor Experiment (HTRE series 1-2 and 3) in the direct-cycle configuration 

HTRE experiments (1956 – 1959)

• HTRE-3 became the first reactor to start a turbojet engine

• HTRE-3 dimensioned to provide flight propulsion (power level and 
airflow chosen to be characteristic of flight service)



Fuel cartridge assembly

Configuration: hexag. array of 151 cells

235U enrichment: 93.2% (~ 177 kg) 

Moderator: ZrH2 (hydrided zirconium)

Reflector: beryllium

Structural material: Inconel-X

Core design

Over-all length:      1.1 m

Active length:         0.8 m

Nominal diameter: 1.3 m

Core Assembly: lateral and front views

Thermal output:     35 MW

Core coolant: air     

Fuel: UO2 in a matrix Ni-Cr  

Control rods : Eu2O3 (Europium oxide)



Shield assembly

Primary shield (simulating a fight-type shield structure)

• Borated H2O (50 cm thick) for neutron in an 
Inconel-X SS shell

• Pb slabs for gamma radiation  

External auxiliary shield (for test requirements on dose)

• H2O in a SS shell surrounding the primary shield



Engine

Thermodynamic performance

Type:                             X39-5
Quantity                        2

Compressor discharge temperature                         196   °C
Compressor discharge pressure                                3.7    bar
Compressor airflow (2 engines)                               57.1    kg/s

Reactor airflow                                                         55.3    kg/s
Core inlet air pressure                                                3.4    bar
Fuel element exit air temperature                             768     °C
Reactor discharge temperature                                721     °C

Turbine inlet pressure                                                 2.9    bar
Pressure drop compressor  turbine                    ~ 0.8    bar
Maximum turbine inlet temperature                           871    °C

Test performance

It operated at full power nearly continuously 
for 126 hours

2

3



Idaho National Laboratory: HTRE-2 (left) and 
HTRE-3 (right) test facilities 

HTRE-3 test facility



XMA – 1 nuclear turbojet  (1955 – 1959)

The nuclear engine in build up phase

Twin nuclear turbojets configuration

• Two GE-X211 turbo machines coupled 
to one reactor and shield assembly

• XMA – 1A (early design): as HTRE-3 
reactor. Dual mode operation: 

• XMA – 1C (advanced design): 
improved performance by using 
ceramic fuels (as in HTRE-2)

- nuclear flow-path

- chemical flow-path (or a combination
of them) 



XNJ 140E nuclear turbojet (1960-1962) 

• Ground test scheduled for December 1962, with flight testing to begin on 
Convair NX-2 in 1965

• Designed to use a single GE-X211 turbojet

Section view of XNJ 140E nuclear turbojet

• Direct-cycle (power: 121 MW, engine life potential: 1000 h, speed: 0.8 Mach @ 
10500 m)

• Reactor: BeO + UO2 (93% in 235U) + Y2O3 (yttrium oxide) to limit fuel conversion 
to higher states of oxidation 



«Aviation Week» June, 16, 1958 «Nucleonics» January, 1961

Open literature on GE projects (end ‘50 – beginning ‘60)

Most of technical documents: “Confidential-Restricted Data”. Unclassified since ‘70 



• Necessary to get adequate shielding and nuclear processing data

• The Convair B-36 (renamed NB-36H “Crusader”) chosen for its huge 
fuselage (49 m) and great payload capacity

Flight tests

Type: nuclear power strategic bomber

Power: 6 x 3800-hp piston engines,            
4 turbojets, 1 R-1 reactor (1MW)

Maximum speed: 616 km/h

Endurance: theoretically unlimited

Crew: 5 (including 2 nuclear engineers)

Range: theoretically unlimited

Weight: empty 102 tons, loaded 164 tons

Armaments: nuclear bombs

Dimensions: span        69.60  m
length      49.00  m 
height      14.08  m
wing area 443.3 m2



Control panel of the nuclear 
instrumentations 

In September 1955, the Convair NB-36H bomber with 1 MW reactor had first 
test flight (reactor NOT used for propulsion but to test the effects of a nuclear 
reactor in a flying aircraft)

• 47 flight tests in 2 years 

• Reactor powered up over the 
New Mexico desert



The  1MW (20 tons ) reactor installed in 
the bomb-bay

• Thermal water-cooled reactor 

• Reactor loaded and unloaded for each flight

P1 Test reactor

• Fuel: enriched uranium

• Power : 1 MW at the altitudes up to 
40.000 ft

• Radiation shield: water

• Reactor heat carried off through 
heat exchangers cooled by air



Main modifications of B-36 aircraft:

• Original crew and avionics cabin replaced by a massive 11 ton structure 
lined with lead (up to 6 cm thick) and rubber (up to 43 cm thick)

• Additional lead shield of 3.6 ton installed in the center of fuselage in front of 
reactor 

Shielded cockpit installed in the Convair NB-3H

• Only pilots could see outside through a combination of leaded glass and 
Plexiglas 24 cm thick



Convair’s successful flight test program terminated in March 1957

Main concerns:

• Risk of accidents which would have caused the release of fission products

During test flights an Air Force transport (B-50 Superfortress ) also accompanied the 

aircraft carrying a team of soldiers/paramedics who could parachute to the ground to 

isolate and monitor any area where the aircraft could crash in case of accident 

• Exposure to radiation for crew and ground personnel 



Convair NX-2 bomber prototype

Designed to be powered by 2 XMA-1A reactor jet engines with a flight-range 
of around 500.000 miles (800.000 km!).  

It was supposed to fly in 1963, with nuclear nuclear-powered flight by 1965

Test of Conavair NX-2 model in a 5 m transonic tunnel 



Program cancellation

• Studies on nuclear propulsion aircraft - initiated in 1946 - continued untill 
the entire program was cancelled in March 1961 under Kennedy 
president. 

• The total cost of the program was about $1 billion. 

Main reasons:

• Development of intercontinental ballistic missiles

• Available of technology for on-flight aircraft 
refueling

• Development of nuclear powered submarines able 
to lunch ballistic missiles (Polaris A-1 system, 1960)



Movie: «The American’s Plan for Nuclear Powered Planes» [11:28]

Movie: “Convair NB-36H "Crusader" 
Progress Report – 1956” [08:33]



PROGRAM

«Aviation week» 1958
Tupolev Tu-95 LAL

It flown from 1961-1965 testing airborne operation of a reactor and shileding for 
components and crew.

Tu-95 LAL (летающая атомная лаборатория)  was a soviet bomber aircraft 

used as flying nuclear laboratory (Based on Tupolev Tu-95 design –«The Bear») 



The reactor installed in the bomb-bay

• Most of flight tests made with the reactor shut down

• The reactor used the direct air-cycle configuration and very basic shielding 
system



OTHER PROJECTS

Supersonic Low Altitude Missile (SLAM): unmanned nuclear-powered ramjets 
capable to fly below the cover of enemy radar at supersonic speed and deliver 
thermonuclear warheads (very high energy consuming flight for traditional 
chemical engines)

• U.S. Air Force project conceived around 1955 and cancelled in 1964

The SLAM  design 

• Nuclear engine in direct cycle configuration

• Low-altitude range: 182,000 km

• Cruise speed: Mach 3



The nuclear ramjet design

• In ramjet design both compressor and turbine are removed

• A static inlet with special geometry (diffuser) slows down the incoming air flow 
and increase its pressure (up to 3.8 MPa @ Mach 3)

Conceptual arrangement of a nuclear ramjet

• The reactor heat up the air and discharge it directly in the propulsive nozzle

• Ramjet requires a high-speed to impinge the air-flow

• Once it reached cruising the nuclear reactor would be made critical

 to be launched from the ground by a cluster of conventional rocket boosters



• Nuclear engine developed under the project code-named PLUTO

• The project produced two working prototypes: Tory-II A (scaled-down 
variant) and the Tory-II C (full scale variant).  

• Both successfully tested in the Nevada desert (1961-1964). Tory-II C run for 
almost 5 minutes at full power

Tory-II A

Tory-II C

Project cancelled in 1964  system considered both highly problematic from 
engineering point of view (at that time) and provocative



Moderator: BeO + ZrO2 for structural stability

Over-all length:              1.6 m

Active length:                 1.3 m

Nominal diameter:         1.2 m

Thermal output:             500 MW

Core coolant:                  Air     

Fuel : UO2 (~ 52 kg) @ 92.3% in 235U (in tube 0.1 m long)

Core design

Reactor type: homogenoeus 

Fuel cons. : ~ 500 gr / full-day power (1% total fuel mass)
 several days of continous operation

Core of the Tory II-C test reactor

Thermodynamic performance 

Configuration: 300.000  hexagonal fueled and unfueled
tubes

Reflector:                        BeO     

Control rod material:      14 Hafnium rods        

Tory-II C nuclear reactor 

Reactor inlet-air temperature:  572  °C

Reactor inlet-air pressure:        2.4  MPa

Flight Mach number:     3.0

Ambient temperature:   38  °C

Altitude:                        300   m  

Maximum fuel wall temp.:      1371  °C

Reactor flow rate:                    845   kg/s

Net trust:                    ~ 15000    kg



END of STORY  ???



LATEST NEWS…..

February 2003

Northrop Grumman RQ-4 Global Hawk



March 2018



Febraury 2019

The 9M730 Burevestnik missile 
under  test



August 2019



The Russian Navy base of Nenoksa

• On 26 August, the Metereological Russia Agency «Roshydromet» detected 
the following  isotopes in rain and air: 91Sr, 139Ba, 140Ba, 140La 

• Five scientists killed due to the explosion

• The explosion caused a brief spike in γ-radiation (16 times normal level) in the 
city of Severodvinsk (30 km east the Navy base of Nenoska)

• Of the eight stations across Russia that monitor radionuclides five of these 
had outages in the days after the blast (why ?)



Thanks for your attention!
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